
Our entire range of ZANDOLI rums is aged in old Bourbon 
barrels in Belgium. The choice of our high-quality barrels and our 
know-how in their «bousinage» allows harmonious, sustainable 
development and ageing of the aromas of our rums. Our control of 
the heating time and temperature of the barrels is a fundamental 
parameter in the organoleptic expression of our rums. We then 
proceed to blend barrels to guarantee homogeneity, regularity 
and a typical signature of our ZANDOLI rums.

ORIGIN: 
Martinique.

TYPE OF SPIRIT: 
Dark rum from a blend.

DISTILLATION: 
Distilled in Martinique with a first distillation  
at 67° before ageing at 50°. 

AGEING ENVIRONMENT: 
In Belgium, in old Bourbon barrels. Moderate heating.

DWELL:  
Average 2 years ageing
(assembly of different ages).

ZANDOLI
MARTINIQUE

TASTING 
CHARACTERISTICS

NOSE: This rum revels in the unexpected. It literally throws us 
off the scent. With a nose of smoke, hay (vegetable notes) and 
tobacco, it certainly makes an impression!

MOUTH: An explosive palate with a beautiful freshness that 
then gently drifts to candied fruit aromas (currants and dates).

COLOUR: Mahogany with a hint of amber.

EAN BOTTLE: 5413214000202
EAN PACK OF 6: 5413214000219

In certain Caribbean islands zandoli is the Creole name of a small 
lizard, much appreciated by the natives.

Often considered sacred and a luck-bringer, it features in many 
Creole proverbs and tales in which it embodies relaxation and 
wisdom, escape and dreaming.

Curious by nature, the zandoli likes to explore its environment. 
In constant search of warmth and light, he likes nothing better 
than basking in the sun during the hottest hours of the day. 
This little magician changes colour according to temperature or 
emotions.

It was this zandoli that inspired us to create emotion, ...

Our ZANDOLI rums are to be enjoyed «basking», eyes closed, 
slowly, in a glass gently warmed in the palm of your hand.  
They will take you to the ends of the world.
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CONTENT: 50cl ALC.: 40° SUGAR: < 2gr /100ml


